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COVID CAN'T
STOP GOOD

We have been busy! COVID-19 has changed the way we all live, yet
the staff of the DHGC are finding new ways to engage learners and
the public. 

The DHGC participated in a 24hr global virtual vigil to conclude
Genocide Awareness Month and unite the fight against hate
worldwide. The project was spearheaded by Together We
Remember and involved organisations from twenty five countries.
The  South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation hosted an
hour of the vigil which included name-readings, song, testimony
and inspiring stories. 

While we are missing our visits from school learners, we still hope
to support educators. We have provided educators with links to a
wealth of educational resources on the Holocaust and genocide
which can be included in online lessons.

Global Yom Hashoah commemorations looked very different this
year due to COVID-19 however, the SAJBD and SAHGF adapted to
these different circumstances with a beautiful virtual
commemoration online. In addition, profiles of South African
Holocaust survivors were posted on SAHGF social media platforms
every hour for 24hrs. You can find these posts on our social
platforms and website.

Finally we have also held online enrichment sessions with our
guides. We hope to use this time to up-skill our team and engage
with professionals from around the globe!

At the time of writing, we are in stage four lock down which
means that our refreshment station is still operational. The DHGC
space has been converted into a refreshment station for the
SAPS, Metro Police and volunteers from the Denis Hurley Centre.
Please consider supporting this project. Banking details: The
Durban Holocaust Centre, Standard Bank Kingsmead,
240265882, 04 00 26, reference: Lockdown

CAN YOU HELP? 

The first of eight posts featuring the
stories of Durban Holocaust survivors.

A flyer for the 24hr global virtual vigil
with TogetherWeRemember.


